SUPER POWER Solar

Security Lights with movement sensor

ATL-SOLSEC
This is a great security floodlight fixture
made by Solar Illuminations, Can be installed quickly and easily almost anywhere.
This solar security light comes complete with a
powerful highly efficient solar panel , cable
cord allowing the panel to be remotely sited,
where necessary (optional) , to catch most sunlight.
Heavy duty, weatherproof, flood light/ spotlight head .
Weatherproof on/off switch and solar panel.
Sensitive PIR motion sensor detects people
with 180 degree coverage. Can be wall, fence
or possibly post mounted. This solar security
flood light is one of our most popular product
lines and it is offered at a very competitive
price. It is also one of the brightest solar floodlights available.
A solar powered security light can be used in
most residential or light commercial applications. No electricity required.
 Adjustable PIR sensor to detect motion
within 180 degrees
 Energy saving system. From 9Watts to 20
watts other power can be supplied for order
qty
 Include SUPER BRIGHT lamp
 Built-in rechargeable solar batteries
 Wall mounted & pillar mountain with cable.
 Highly efficient solar panel BUILT-IN
 Time, motion, sensitivity, and LUX
(daylight sensitivity) adjustments
 Easy installation - no wiring or electrician
needed

 No operating costs
 Adjustable swivel head and sensor
 Durable and weatherproof construction
 15-foot cable for convenient mounting
 Lighting time 1’~4’ adjustable
Product Details
The Security Solar light eliminates
the need for an outside light burning
through the night, saving energy and
lowering electricity bill.
It automatically turns on when motion
is detected after dark to make your
guests, clients etc… feel welcome and
to keep you safe from intruders.
A super bright lamp with silver reflector illuminates a large area.
Keep your home , shop , office... safely lit while preventing electricity
waste with the environmentally
friendly Security Solar light.

It secures light in areas without an electrical outlet and can be easily installed with no
mains electrical wiring.. Completely powered by solar energy this light requires no
operating costs . IT WORKS ALSO IN CASE OF AC POWER CUT OR IF INTRUDERS CUT
ELECTRICITY, MORE SECURITY FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY
Daylight provides the power needed to recharge the built-in batteries during the day

Easy to install almost anywhere.
Fixture can be fixed to almost
any vertical surface such as a
wall, fence, post or pole.

Up to 8 hours light
Protection rating IP44
Box cm 30.5×21×14.5
Master carton cm 65x65x31.5
Qty/master carton 25
Q’ty/20’ pcs 4680
Gross weight 25 kgs

